“When you are in the field, there are three things that matter with a trail camera: It needs to be easy to use. It needs to be reliable. It needs to take great pictures and videos. And Browning Trail Cameras do all of that and more and they help us be more successful each and every deer season!”

DON & KANDI KISKY
Browning Trail Camera Ambassadors and Hosts at “Whitetail Freaks” (Outdoor Channel)

Browning Trail Cameras are designed and manufactured by an avid group of hunters who continually strive to bring the highest performance, most technologically advanced trail cameras with unmatched industry quality to market.

Updates to the 2018 Browning Trail Camera line include cameras with Dual Lens Technology, WiFi and Bluetooth connectivity, true 4K UHD video, and support for SD cards up to 512GB.

All of our trail cameras and accessories incorporate ingenuity in design, quality workmanship and materials and are backed by a one year warranty. Browning Trail Cameras are “The Best There Is”.

-The Browning Trail Camera Team

888.618.4496
www.browningtrailcameras.com
info@browningtrailcams.com
The Command Ops Pro series of cameras has been completely redesigned for 2018 to deliver big performance in a small package. The crisp 14MP picture resolution ensures the very best quality pictures of your game, day or night. With fast 0.5 second trigger speeds, you are sure to capture anything that steps out in front of your camera. The Command Ops Pro series also features 720p HD video with sound, to capture the best video of game on your property.

14 MP
0.5 Second Trigger Speed
HD Videos with Sound (5 sec. - 2 min. length)
Infrared LED Illumination at night
70 ft. Flash Range
70 ft. Detection Range
Compact Case Size 4.5” x 3.5” x 2.5”
Timelapse Plus Camera Mode
Long battery life from 6 AA batteries (not included)
Up to 4 Multi Shot Images
Up to 4 Rapid Fire Images
12-volt External Power Jack
Picture info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Camera ID
Programmable Picture Delay (5 sec. - 60 min.)
Supports up to 32GB SD Card (not included)
SD Card Management Feature
¼” -20 Tripod Socket
Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer Software
Browning Trail Cameras are the most dependable trail cameras available. I got my first Browning Strike Force in 2013 and it’s still going strong today.

DEREK DIRNBERGER
Browning Trail Cameras Brand Ambassador and Chief Hunter at "The Break" (Pursuit Channel)

The 2018 Strike Force Extreme cameras feature an incredible 0.4 second trigger speed and 0.6 second recovery time between pictures. Experience high end performance with 16 MP picture quality, and a new video processor that produces incredible quality 1280 x 720 HD video clips with sound. The Strike Force Extreme camera also takes night pictures using our "Zero Blur" technology which eliminates motion blur from game in your pictures at a range of 100 ft. at night. Other features include SD card management options, and Smart IR video which continues to record video during the day when game is present. The new adjustable trigger speed feature allows you to select the trigger speed that is right for your camera location. The Strike Force Extreme is also compatible with up to 512 GB SDXC memory cards.

Camera Features

- 16 MP
- 1280 x 720 HD Videos with Sound (5 sec. - 2 min. length)
- Infrared LED Illumination at Night
- 100 ft. Flash Range
- 80 ft. Detection Range (user adjustable)
- 0.4 – 0.7 Second Adjustable Trigger Speed
- 0.6 Second Recovery Time
- Supports up to 512GB SDXC Memory Card (not included)
- Battery Meter Functions with Alkaline or Lithium Batteries
- Compact case size 4.5” x 3.25” x 2.5”
- Timelapse Plus camera mode with IR triggered images
- Long battery life from 6 AA batteries (not included)
- Up to 8 Multi Shot Images
- Up to 8 Rapid Fire Images
- SD Card Management
- Smart IR Video
- 12 volt External Power Jack
- TV Out and USB Port
- Camo Finish
- Picture info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Camera ID
- Programmable Picture Delay (1 sec. - 60 min.)
- Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer Software
- 1/4” -20 Tripod Socket

The Strike Force Extreme is a powerful trail camera designed for serious hunters who demand the best performance in any situation.

DEREK DIRNBERGER
Browning Trail Cameras Brand Ambassador and Chief Hunter at "The Break" (Pursuit Channel)
The 2018 Strike Force Pro offers an upgraded feature set including a 1.5” color view screen and an all-steel adjustable mounting bracket for easy installation in the field. Powerful IR Illumination allows you to customize your night images with 3 Setting Selections; Power Save, Long Range, and Fast Motion settings to get the perfect night picture. Other features include SD card management features, 720p video clips with sound and timelapse capability. The Strike Force Pro is also compatible with up to 512 GB SDXC memory cards.

**Camera Features**

- 18 MP
- 1.5” Color View Screen
- 0.3 Second Trigger Speed
- 0.6 Second Picture Recovery Time
- 1296 x 720 HD Videos with Sound (5 sec. - 2 min. length)
- Adjustable Infrared LED Illumination (Power Save, Long Range, Fast Motion)
- 130 ft. Flash Range
- 80 ft. Motion Detection Range
- Support up to 512GB SDXC Memory Card (not included)
- Compact Case Size 4.25” x 3” x 2.5”
- Adjustable Steel Tree Mounting Bracket
- Timelapse Plus Camera Mode with IR Triggered Images
- Long Battery Life from 6 AA Batteries (not included)
- Up to 8 Multi Shot Images
- Up to 8 Rapid Fire Images
- SD Card Management
- Smart IR Video
- Camo Finish
- 12 volt External Power Jack
- Picture info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Camera ID
- Programmable Picture Delay (1 sec. - 60 min.)
- Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer Software
- ¼” -20 Tripod Socket

"Between the long battery life that can span multiple seasons and the high quality photos and videos we get, these have been the most dependable trail cameras we have ever used."

JAMIESON CRAST
Browning Trail Cameras Brand Ambassador and Owner at Reckoning Studios
The most feature rich camera in the Strike Force line up is the Strike Force Pro XD. Our flagship Strike Force model features “Dual Camera Lens Technology”. We have developed a custom tuned daytime camera lens to produce razor sharp daytime images, while the dedicated night camera lens takes incredibly clear nighttime images. The Strike Force Pro XD also features a lightning fast 0.15 second trigger speed and an 80 ft. motion detection range. Other features include an all-steel adjustable tree mount bracket, Timelapse capability and captures 1080p Full HD video with sound. The Strike Force Pro XD is also compatible with up to 512 GB SDXC memory cards.

- 24 MP
- Dual Camera Lens Technology
- 1.5” Color View Screen
- 1920 x 1080 Full HD Videos with Sound (5 sec. - 2 min. length)
- 0.15 Second Trigger Speed
- 0.5 Second Picture Recovery Time
- 120 ft. Flash Range
- Adjustable IR Flash Range (Power Save, Long Range, Fast Motion)
- 80 ft. Detection Range
- All-Steel Adjustable Tree Mounting Bracket
- Supports up to 512GB SDXC Memory Card (not included)
- Compact Case Size 4.25” x 3.25” x 2.5”
- Time lapse Plus Camera Mode with IR Triggered Images
- Long battery life from 6 AA Batteries (not included)
- Up to 8 Multi Shot Images
- Up to 8 Rapid Fire Images
- SD Card Management
- Smart IR Video
- Camo Finish
- 12 volt External Power Jack
- Picture info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Camera ID
- Programmable Picture Delay (1 sec. - 60 min.)
- Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer Software
- ¼” -20 Tripod Socket

"I'm lucky enough to get to hunt with my closest friends in a couple of different states every year and I can’t be in all of those states at the same time, so I need great cameras to help us scout and be successful...and we choose Browning Trail Cameras!"

CARL DRAKE
Browning Trail Cameras Brand Ambassador and Team Hunter at “The Break” (Pursuit Channel)
"There are a lot of reasons to choose Browning Trail Cameras over any other trail camera including low cost, battery life, and picture quality, but for me, it’s the simplicity of setup. The menu is easy to navigate and the viewing screen in select models takes all the guesswork out of positioning the camera. Browning Trail Cameras are the Best There Is."

JEREMY MILLS
Browning Trail Cameras Brand Ambassador and Team Hunter at "The Break" (Pursuit Channel)
The 2018 Dark Ops Pro takes footage of wildlife on your property using a powerful Invisible Infrared flash that is completely undetectable. This camera is perfect for animals that are easily spooked, or trespassers on your property.

Features for this camera include:
- 1.5” color screen
- All-steel adjustable tree mount bracket
- 0.3 second trigger speeds and adjustable IR flash power at night. The Dark Ops Pro also shoots 720p video with sound and is compatible with SD cards up to 512GB.

Camera Features
- 18MP
- 1.5” Color View Screen
- 1296 x 720 HD videos with sound (5 sec.- 2 min. length)
- Invisible “Night Vision” Infrared LED illumination at night
- 80 ft. Flash Range
- 80 ft. Detection Range
- 0.3 Second Trigger Speed
- 0.6 Second Picture Recovery Time
- All-Steel Adjustable Tree-Mounting Bracket
- Support up to 512GB SDXC memory card (not included)
- Camo Finish
- Compact Case Size 4.25” x 3” x 2.5”
- Timelapse Camera Mode plus IR Triggered Images
- Long Battery life from 6 AA Batteries (not included)
- Up to 8 multi Shot images
- Up to 8 Rapid Fire images
- SD Card Management Options
- Smart IR Video
- 12 volt External Power Jack
- Picture info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Barometric Pressure, Camera ID
- Programmable Picture Delay (1 sec. – 60 min.)
- Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer Software
- ¼” -20 Tripod Socket

“Browning cameras are dependable and have GREAT BATTERY LIFE! On top of that the picture and video quality is second to none! What more could you possibly want as a hunter!”

LEVI MORGAN
Browning Trail Cameras Brand Ambassador and Host at “Bow Life” (Sportsman Channel)
The quality of pictures and video with Browning Trail Cameras is second to none without the sticker shock you may expect from a trail camera this good. For an affordable and dependable trail camera that produces excellent images, look no further than Browning Trail Cameras.

---

**ANDREA HAAS**  
Browning Trail Cameras Ambassador and Huntress View Founder and Owner

---

The Dark Ops Pro XD has the most robust feature set in our Dark Ops camera series. These cameras feature an invisible Infrared flash to ensure game or trespassers on your property do not detect the camera while it is capturing images or videos. The Dark Ops Pro XD features "Dual Camera Lens Technology," This feature incorporates a custom tuned daytime camera lens to produce razor sharp daytime images, while the dedicated night camera lens takes incredibly clear nighttime photos. This camera packs all the performance you would expect with 24MP picture quality, 1080p Full HD videos with sound, lightning fast 0.3 second trigger speeds, and superior battery life. Additional features include SD card management options and Smart IR video to keep recording game during the daytime. The Dark Ops Pro XD is compatible with up to 512GB SD cards.

---

### Camera Features

- 24MP
- Invisible Night IR Illumination
- Dual Camera Lens Technology
- 1.5" Color View Screen
- 1920x1080 Full HD videos with sound (5 sec. - 2 min. length)
- 0.15 Second Trigger Speed
- 0.5 Second Picture Recovery Time
- 80 ft. Flash Range
- Adjustable Flash Range (power save, long range)
- 80 ft. Detection Range
- All Steel Adjustable Tree Mounting Bracket
- Support up to 512GB SDXC Memory Card (not included)
- Compact Case Size 4.25" x 3.5" x 2.5"
- Timelapse Plus Camera Mode with IR Triggered Images
- Long Battery Life from 6 AA Batteries (not included)
- Up to 8 Multi Shot images
- Up to 8 Rapid Fire images
- SD Card Management
- Smart IR video
- Camo Finish
- 12 volt External Power Jack
- Picture info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Barometric Pressure, Camera ID
- Programmable picture delay (1 sec. – 60 min.)
- Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse View software
- ¼" -20 Tripod Socket

---

**Model #: BTC-6PX XD**
The new 2018 Recon Force 4K camera features true 4K UHD video recording capability as well as the ability to capture images up to 32MP. This camera also includes adjustable detection ranges from 55ft.- 80 ft. as well as 2 adjustable IR flash modes for optimum picture control at night. To help you view images and videos in the field, the Recon Force 4K has a built-in 2 inch color display. Additional features include Smart IR Video, which continues to record video footage while game is moving in front of the camera and SD card management options which allow you to overwrite older images on the SD card if the memory is full. The Recon Force 4K is also compatible with up to 512 GB SDXC memory cards.

**Camera Features**

- **32 MP**
- **2” Color Viewing Screen**
- **Video Options:** 4K UHD, 1080p@60fps, 1080p@30fps
- **Video Sound**
- **Adjustable Trigger Speed (0.4 - 0.7 seconds)**
- **100 ft. Flash Range**
- **Adjustable Detection Range up to 80 ft.**
- **Adjustable IR Flash (Power Save, Long Range)**
- **Smart IR Video**
- **SD Card Management Options**
- **Supports up to 512 GB SDXC Memory Card (not included)**
- **Camo Finish**
- **Battery Meter Functions with Alkaline and Lithium Batteries**
- **Infrared LED Illumination at Night**
- **Compact Case Size 5” x 4” x 2.5”**
- **Timelapse Plus Camera Mode, with Infrared Triggered Pictures**
- **0.6 Second Recovery Time Between Images**
- **Long battery Life from 8 AA Batteries (not included)**
- **Up to 8 Multi Shot Images**
- **Up to 8 Rapid Fire Images**
- **Built-in Metal Tree Bracket**
- **12 volt External Power Jack**
- **USB Port**
- **Picture info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Camera ID**
- **Programmable Picture Delay (1 sec. – 60 min.)**
- **¼” -20 Tripod Socket**
- **Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer Software**

---

“We’re lucky enough to be able to hunt in a bunch of great places across America, but when we get there, we need information to be successful. And our Browning Trail Cameras are great! They have great battery life, they don’t miss pictures and videos, and the quality is so good you don’t have to wonder what you’re looking at!”

GREG ZIPPADELLI
Browning Trail Cameras Ambassador and Host at “Drop Zone” (Outdoor Channel)
"When it comes to trail cameras, I am a video guy! You learn so much more about game on your property using video. The absolute best audio and video of any camera I have ever used. That’s why I chose BROWNING!"

HAL SHAFFER
Browning Trail Cameras
Brand Ambassador and Host at "Drop Zone" (Outdoor Channel)

The new 2018 Recon Force Advantage camera features an adjustable detection range from 55ft. - 80 ft. and 3 adjustable IR flash modes for optimum picture control at night. Another great feature is the built in 2" color display to preview images and videos right in the field. The Recon Force Advantage also features the highest quality 20 MP pictures and 1920 x 1080 Full HD video quality in either 30 or 60 frames per second for the most incredible video clips of game on your property. Additional features for the 2018 model include Smart IR video, which continues to record video footage while game is moving in front of the camera and SD card management options which allow you to overwrite older images on the SD card if the memory is full. The Recon Force Advantage is also compatible with up to 512 GB SDXC memory cards.

**Camera Features**
- 20 MP
- 2" Color Viewing Screen
- 120 ft. Infrared Flash Range at Night
- Adjustable IR Flash (Power Save, Long Range, Fast Motion)
- 0.4 - 0.7 Second Adjustable Trigger Speed
- Adjustable Detection Range up to 80 ft.
- 0.6 Second Recovery Time between Images
- SD Card Management Options
- 1920 x 1080 FHD Videos with Sound (5 sec. - 2 min. length)
- Supports up to 512GB SDXC Memory Card (not included)
- Camo Finish
- Battery Meter Functions with Alkaline and Lithium Batteries
- Compact Case Size 5” x 4” x 2.5”
- Timelapse Plus Camera Mode, with Infrared Triggered Pictures
- Long Battery Life from 8 AA Batteries (not included)
- Up to 8 Multi Shot Images
- Up to 8 Rapid Fire Images
- 12 volt External Power Jack
- TV Out and USB Port
- Picture info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Camera ID
- Programmable Picture Delay (1 sec. - 60 min.)
- ¼" -20 Tripod Socket
- Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer Software

Model# BTC-7A
“Browning Trail Cameras never fail us and always take the best quality pictures to help us plan successful hunts. To sum it up: They Work!”

LIZ CRAST
Browning Trail Cameras Ambassador and Huntress View Team Member

SPEC OPS ADVANTAGE

Model# BTC-8A

The Spec Ops Advantage features the highest quality 20 MP image resolution and invisible, adjustable power “Night Vision” IR Illumination that reaches out to 80 ft. The new Spec Ops Advantage camera also features an incredible 1920 x 1080 Full HD video processor, capable of producing stunning video footage of your game that can be easily viewed on a computer or big screen TV. Additional features for 2018 include a 2” color view screen and Smart IR video, which continues to record video footage while game is moving in front of the camera. SD card management options allow you to overwrite older images on the SD card if the memory is full. The Spec Ops Advantage is also compatible with up to 512 GB SDXC memory cards. This camera is perfect for surveillance of game animals that are easily spooked, as well as a great security camera around your home or hunting property.

**Camera Features**

- 20 MP
- Invisible “Night Vision” Infrared LED Illumination at Night
- 2” Color Viewing Screen
- Adjustable 0.4 - 0.7 Second Trigger Speed
- 0.6 Second Recovery Time
- Smart IR Video
- 1920 x 1080 FHD Videos with Sound (5 sec. - 2 min. length)
- 80 ft. Flash Range
- Adjustable IR Flash (Power Save, Long Range)
- Adjustable Detection Range up to 80ft.
- SD Card Management Options
- Support up to 512GB SDXC Memory Card (not included)
- Battery Meter Compatible with Alkaline or Lithium Batteries
- Camo Finish
- Compact Case Size 5” x 4” x 2.5”
- Timelapse Plus Camera Mode, with Infrared Triggered Pictures
- Long Battery Life from 8 AA Batteries (not included)
- Up to 8 Multi Shot Images
- Up to 8 Rapid Fire Images
- 12 volt External Power Jack
- TV Out and USB Port
- Picture info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Barometric pressure, Camera ID
- Programmable Picture Delay (1 sec. - 60 min.)
- Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Time lapse Viewer Software
- ¼” -20 Tripod Socket
MANAGE WITH BROWNING TRAIL CAMERAS APP

The Defender 850 is a new concept in trail cameras, packed with our best camera features and technology, including Bluetooth and WiFi connectivity via the Browning Trail Cameras mobile app. You can now preview and download crisp 20 MP images and full HD quality videos right to your mobile phone or tablet without disturbing your camera in the field. You can also change camera settings, and have a live preview image from the camera, right in the palm of your hand. The Defender 850 camera has a detection range of 80 feet and an adjustable IR flash at night that can be adjusted for low power, long range or fast motion situations. The compact camera case features an all steel construction adjustable tree mount to perfectly aim your camera in the field. The Defender 850 camera includes 1-16GB Micro SDXC memory card and 4-CR123A lithium batteries.

• 20 MP
• WiFi/Bluetooth Compatible via Browning Trail Cameras App
• Smart IR Video
• SD Card Management Options
• Preview and Save Images and Videos to your Smartphone or Tablet.
• Adjustable IR Flash (Power Save, Long Range, Fast Motion)
• 1920x1080 FHD Videos with Sound
• Up to 8 Multi-Shot Images
• Up to 8 Rapid Fire Images
• Picture info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Camera ID

Model# BTC-9D

DEFENDER 850
LONG RANGE IR FLASH

“I love hosting my deer camp back home with all my buddies and I like to make sure everybody has a chance at success. And because they are reliable and take great pictures and videos, Browning Trail Cameras helps us have a great deer camp every year!”

BRAD MILLER
Browning Trail Cameras Brand Ambassador and Host at “Country Boys Outdoors” (Sportsman Channel)
“Between having young children and a busy competitive archery season, we don’t always have a lot of time for scouting. So our cameras have to come through for us and be our eyes and ears in the woods when we can’t be there…and we can always count on Browning Trail Cameras to do the job!”

Samantha Morgan
Browning Trail Camera Ambassador and Host at “Bow Life” (Sportsman Channel)

**The Defender 940**

- **20 MP**
- **WiFi / Bluetooth Compatible** via Browning Trail Cameras App
- **Smart IR Video**
- **SD Card Management Options**
- **Preview and Save Images and Videos to your Smartphone or Tablet.**
- **Adjustable IR Flash** (Power Save, Long Range)
- **1920 x 1080 FHD Videos with Sound (5 sec. – 2 min. length)**
- **80 ft. Flash Range**
- **80 ft. Detection Range**
- **Built-In Adjustable Mounting Bracket**
- **Includes a 16GB Micro SD Card**
- **Support up to 128GB SDXC Memory Card**
- **Camo Finish**
- **Compact Case Size 4.5” x 3.2” x 2.2”**
- **Timelapse Plus Camera Mode, with Infrared Triggered Pictures**
- **0.4 Second Trigger Speed**
- **0.8 Second Recovery Time Between Images**
- **Long Battery Life from 4 CR123A Batteries (Included)**
- **Up to 8 Multi Shot Images**
- **Up to 8 Rapid Fire Images**
- **Picture Info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Barometric Pressure and Camera ID**
- **Programmable Picture Delay (5 sec. – 60 min.)**
- **Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer Software**

**Model# BTC-10D**

- **WiFi / Bluetooth Compatible**
- **Smart IR Video**
- **SD Card Management Options**
- **Preview and Save Images and Videos to your Smartphone or Tablet.**
- **Adjustable IR Flash** (Power Save, Long Range)
- **1920 x 1080 FHD Videos with Sound (5 sec. – 2 min. length)**
- **80 ft. Flash Range**
- **80 ft. Detection Range**
- **Built-In Adjustable Mounting Bracket**
- **Includes a 16GB Micro SD Card**
- **Support up to 128GB SDXC Memory Card**
- **Camo Finish**
- **Compact Case Size 4.5” x 3.2” x 2.2”**
- **Timelapse Plus Camera Mode, with Infrared Triggered Pictures**
- **0.4 Second Trigger Speed**
- **0.8 Second Recovery Time Between Images**
- **Long Battery Life from 4 CR123A Batteries (Included)**
- **Up to 8 Multi Shot Images**
- **Up to 8 Rapid Fire Images**
- **Picture Info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Barometric Pressure and Camera ID**
- **Programmable Picture Delay (5 sec. – 60 min.)**
- **Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer Software**

**Camera Features**

- **Expandable Memory Card Support**
- **Camo Finish**
- **Invisible IR Flash**
- **Multi-Image Capture Mode**
- **Up to 16GB SDXC Memory Card Support**
- **Programmable Picture Delay**
- **Up to 8 Multi-Shot Images**
- **Up to 8 Rapid Fire Images**
- **Picture Info bar displays: Time, Date, Temperature, Moon Phase, Barometric Pressure and Camera ID**
- **Programmable Picture Delay (5 sec. – 60 min.)**
- **Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer Software**
Our camera security box has been designed to ensure your trail camera stays where you put it. The all steel construction ensures maximum protection in the field. The added feature of the camouflage exterior makes your camera nearly impossible to detect in the woods. The security box can be locked using a standard padlock or a Master Lock Python cable (not included). Not compatible with Defender camera models.

The new Browning picture and video viewer was designed for the hunter with multiple cameras in the field. The viewer features a 7” HD viewing screen and a built-in rechargeable battery to create an affordable way to view your images and videos in the field without the need for a laptop computer. The viewer allows you to view images or videos right in the field, as well as copy SD cards from multiple cameras directly to a dedicated SD card slot. (SD cards not included)

As more and more hunters travel further and further to hunt new states and get into camp with friends and relatives from around the country, Browning Trail Cameras wondered “how can we help make this a better experience for these hunters?” And we came up with our External Power Pack that allows users to connect it to their Browning Trail Cameras and prolong the amazing battery life even more by adding the power of 8 more AA batteries to their set-up! So when hunters get into to camp, they can rest easy knowing that they had the extra battery life needed to not miss a thing!

THE TEAM AT BROWNING TRAIL CAMERAS
Some of the most overlooked factors in trail camera performance are SD cards and batteries. But Browning Trail Cameras has got you covered! By designing SD cards and batteries to optimize the performance of your Browning Trail Cameras, you can trust that you are getting the best out of your cameras!

### SD Cards

For maximum trail camera performance, we recommend using Browning brand SD cards in your trail cameras. All of our SD cards are SDHC class 10, ensuring the fastest write speeds for high resolution photos and HD video clips. Our cards are available in 8, 16 and 32GB capacities.

- **8GB** Model# BTC-8GSD
- **16GB** Model# BTC-16GSD
- **32GB** Model# BTC-32GSD

### Batteries

Our trail camera batteries have been designed to meet the rigorous demands of today’s trail cameras. We know that trail cameras are expected to perform across a wide spectrum of temperature extremes and other environmental stresses. Browning batteries are up to the challenge. Our Alkaline batteries are packed 8 AA per pack and are mercury and cadmium free.

### Tree Mount

The camera tree mount is the perfect accessory to aid in the placement of your trail cameras. You can now mount your trail cameras to that crooked tree and position the camera perfectly using the built-in gimbal mount. The all steel construction ensures there are no plastic pieces to break in the field. The tree mount attaches via a ¼” -20 threaded insert located in the bottom of most Browning Trail Cameras. Not compatible with Defender camera models.

- **Model# BTC-TM**

---

**THE TEAM AT BROWNING TRAIL CAMERAS**

Some of the most overlooked factors in trail camera performance are SD cards and batteries. But Browning Trail Cameras has got you covered! By designing SD cards and batteries to optimize the performance of your Browning Trail Cameras you can trust that you are getting the best out of your cameras!